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Abstract

Hydrophobic hydration of solutes with a mixed hydrophilic–hydrophobic

characteristics is still poorly understood. This is because both experimen-

tal and theoretical methods find it difficult to see the ice-like water struc-

ture around the nonpolar solute groups, unlike hydrogen bonds with the

hydrophilic groups. In order to unravel this problem, we have investigated

DMSO hydration by means of infrared spectroscopy and theoretical methods,

namely DFT, ONIOM calculations and AIMD simulations, which allowed us

to redefine its hydration. In dilute DMSO solutions the clathrate-like wa-

ter is formed around the DMSO molecule, supported by interactions of water

molecules with the methyl hydrogens (the blue-shifted hydrogen bonds). The

cage is constructed by water molecules that form hydrogen bonds of the com-

parable energy and length with the SO group and between water molecules.

When the construction of the cage is completed, DMSO molecule partially re-

gains its rotational freedom inside. Strong hydrogen bonds within the frame
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are masked by the relatively small population of weakened hydrogen bonds

of water molecules in the vicinity of the SO group, due to the improper fit

to the bulk water of water molecules hydrogen bonded to the oxygen atom

of DMSO. We also propose a new explanation of the highly non-ideal mixing

behavior of aqueous DMSO solutions at the eutectic point, as the positive ex-

cess entropy of the equimolar amounts of molecular complexes distinguished

in the system.

Keywords: Water structure, Hydrophobic hydration, DMSO-water

complexes, FTIR spectroscopy, DFT calculations, AIMD simulations

1. Introduction1

“Water is an active matrix of life for cell and molecular biology” [1].2

In this sense, the role of water relies on its diverse structural and dynamic3

characteristics in such systems. One of the very important specific structural4

forms which water adopts near non-polar surfaces of biomolecules is known as5

the hydrophobic hydration which contributes to many chemical and biochem-6

ical processes, such as protein folding, protein–protein, and protein–co-solute7

or self–assembly of lipid membranes [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. However,8

since the formulation of the “iceberg formation” hypothesis by Frank and9

Evans [11], opinions on the water structure near the non-polar fragments of10

solutes have been inconsistent (see for example ref. [12] for a review). Re-11

cently, their model has been confirmed by Grdadolnik et al. [13] by means of12

the high-pressure infrared spectroscopy for small purely hydrophobic solutes13

(methane, ethane, krypton, and xenon). The strengthened water structure14

in such cases is similar to the one of ice or solid clathrates. Other direct15
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experimental evidence has also been demonstrated [14, 15], however, studies16

of soluble solutes with both hydrophilic and hydrophobic moieties elude any17

simple explanation of their complex hydration [16, 17]. Dimethyl sulfoxide18

(DMSO) is a simple molecule which can serve as a model for studying such19

a type of mixed hydration.20

DMSO is an aprotic solvent and its aqueous solutions have many inter-21

esting physicochemical and biological properties. DMSO is miscible with22

water in all proportions [18]. Dielectric spectroscopy studies of liquid DMSO23

have proven the existence of its dimers and longer forms (“polymers”) with24

anti-parallel ordering of molecular dipoles [19, 20]. Numerous studies have re-25

vealed uncommon physicochemical properties of DMSO–water system, man-26

ifested by strong deviations of their thermodynamic properties from ide-27

ality [21]. Many reports indicate that water–DMSO hydrogen bonds are28

stronger than those between water molecules [19, 20, 22]. As a result of29

these interactions, molecular complexes of water and DMSO are relatively30

stable, regardless of composition [23]. It is assumed that the unusual features31

of DMSO solutions are due to the various species water–DMSO complexes32

[24, 25]. These clusters at various DMSO concentrations have been exten-33

sively studied both experimentally [20, 21, 26, 24, 25, 27] and theoretically34

[23, 24, 28, 29, 30, 31]. Those which consist of 3DMSO·1H2O, 2DMSO·1H2O,35

and 1DMSO·1H2O have been found at mole fractions of water (xw) lower than36

0.5 [21, 23, 25]. The strongest deviations from ideality and the strongest hy-37

drogen bonds occur at xw between 0.6 and 0.7 [26, 32, 17]. The presence38

of stable 1DMSO·2H2O aggregate has been observed in this range [20, 26].39

It is also the eutectic composition with freezing temperature of ca. –70 oC40
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[33], while freezing points of water and DMSO are 0 oC and 18.6 oC, respec-41

tively. But according to the hypothesis of Kirchner and Reiher [31], many42

energetically similar but structurally different complexes exist in the DMSO–43

water mixture near the eutectic point. They proposed the mechanism of the44

clusters’ influence on the non–ideal mixing behavior of these systems.45

There is no general agreement on the influence of DMSO on water struc-46

ture. The results of experimental studies [34, 35, 36, 37] and computer sim-47

ulations [28, 35, 38, 39] indicate that water structure is enhanced in dilute48

DMSO aqueous solutions. On the other hand, some experimental studies49

[20, 40, 41] lead to the conclusion that water structure is weakened at a low50

concentration of DMSO. The experimental techniques, including IR spec-51

troscopy and MD simulations demonstrate that DMSO acts as a “structure52

breaker” at high concentrations of DMSO [28, 37].53

In this paper, we examine the hydration of dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO)54

in the whole mole fraction range by means of the FT-IR spectroscopy and55

computational methods. We demonstrate the existence of the “ice-like” water56

cage around DMSO molecules in diluted solutions, which enables partial57

rotational freedom of the guest molecule inside the water cage. We propose58

also a novel explanation of the strong deviation from ideality of aqueous59

solutions of DMSO at concentration corresponding to the eutectic point of60

the system.61
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2. Materials and methods62

2.1. Chemicals and solutions63

Dimethyl sulfoxide (99.9%, Alfa Aesar) and D2O (isotopic purity 99.9%,64

Aldrich) were used as supplied to prepare solutions without purification.65

Water used to prepare these solution was deionized (<0.01 S·cm-1). All66

solution have been prepared by weight and their densities were determined67

with Anton Paar DMA 5000 densitometer at 25.000 ± 0.001 oC. The solution68

preparation procedure for FTIR measurements of HDO spectra has been69

described in Supporting Material in ref. [42].70

2.2. FTIR spectroscopy71

All FTIR spectra of aqueous solutions of DMSO were recorded on the72

IFS 66 Bruker spectrometer. The spectrometer was purged with dry nitro-73

gen during the measurement. A liquid transmission cell (model A145, Bruker74

Optics) was equipped with two CaF2 windows separated by teflon spacers.75

For H2O transmission spectra of DMSO-water mixtures for high concentra-76

tion of DMSO (in the range of νS=O vibration), 512 independent scans were77

taken with resolution of 2 cm–1. The path length was equal to 0.0053 mm, as78

determined interferometrically. In the case of HDO spectra, in the range of79

νOD vibration 256 independent scans were taken with the resolution of 4 cm–1.80

The path length was equal to 0.0306 mm, as determined interferometrically.81

The same path length was used also in the case of spectra for DMSO·H2O82

mixtures for very low DMSO concentration, in the range of the νS=O vibra-83

tion band. The temperature was kept at 25.0 ± 0.1 oC and monitored using84

thermocouples placed in the sample cell.85
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The spectra have been analyzed using the following commercial software:86

GRAMS/32 (Galactic Industries Corp.) and RAZOR (Spectrum Square As-87

sociates, Inc.) run under GRAMS/32.88

2.3. Analysis of vibrational spectra89

The difference spectra method was applied to extract the DMSO-affected90

HDO spectrum on the basis of spectra series measured for different molalities91

of aqueous solutions. An assumption was made that the water in solution can92

be divided into two additive contributions: the bulk water (pure water) and93

the “solute-affected” water (modified by interactions with the solute). The94

method of analysis of the spectral data towards extraction of solute-affected95

water spectrum was described in details in refs. [43, 44, 45] and some of96

the most basic information are included in the Supplementary Material. The97

difference spectra method was also applied to the DMSO spectra in the range98

of the ν(S=O) vibrations to separate specific states of the S=O oscillators.99

The factor analysis, in the version written by Malinowski [46], was per-100

formed using the commercial computer program Factor Analysis Toolbox for101

MATLAB (Applied Chemometrics Inc., Sharon). The spectral data were102

assembled into matrices of absorbances at given wavenumbers and concen-103

trations of DMSO–water mixtures. The main application of this method104

was window factor analysis (WFA) [47], which involves the extraction of the105

concentration profiles of the individual chemical species contributing to the106

spectral data (i.e. factors). The correct number of these factors was obtained107

by using the basic principal factor analysis algorithm (PFA).108
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2.4. Theoretical calculations109

2.4.1. DFT and ONIOM calculations110

All calculations were performed with the Gaussian 09 v.D1 software111

[48] available at the Academic Computer Center in Gdansk (TASK). The112

program Avogadro was used to prepare of input data and for visualization113

of computed results. The analysis of resulting wavefunction files, involving114

the reduced density gradient (RDG) method [49], was performed with the115

Multiwfn software v.3.3.9 [50]. The RDG method allowed to visualize weak116

interaction sites (hydrogen bonds, van der Waals interactions, steric clashes)117

in molecular complexes and to classify them according to their strengths.118

All RDG-related figures are presented in the stereo view for better clarity.119

The D3 version of Grimme’s empirical dispersion correction, including the120

Becke–Johnson damping (GD3-BJ), was applied [51].121

Structures of medium-sized complexes: 1DMSO·nH2O (where n = 1÷15),122

3DMSO·2H2O, and 3DMSO were optimized using the density functional123

theory (DFT) level with the B3LYP hybrid exchange-correlation functional124

[52, 53] and 6-311++G(d,p) basis set [54]. The conductor-like polarizable125

continuum model (CPCM) of the self-consistent reaction field theory (SCRF)126

was used to simulate the solvent environment [55, 56]. In the case of three127

different types of the considered complexes: 1DMSO·nH2O, 3DMSO·2H2O,128

and 3DMSO, the following solvents were used: water, solvent mixture of129

DMSO:water with a mixing ratio of 3:2, and DMSO, respectively.130

For more complex structures of one DMSO molecule with up to 100 hy-131

dration water molecules the ONIOM approach was applied [57]. 5 to 90 water132

molecules were added to the DMSO molecule with a step of 5 molecules. Ad-133
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ditional complexes with 2 to 4 molecules were prepared, however, a more re-134

liable results for such complexes were obtained with the method presented in135

previous paragraph thanks to the larger basis set and the use of the CPCM136

solvent model. Initial complexes were optimized with a simple MMFF94a137

force field [58, 59]. Next, the central DMSO molecule was selected for the high138

level of ONIOM calculations – B3LYP/aug-cc-pVQZ, and all water molecules139

for the low level – B3LYP/cc-pVDZ, all performed in vacuo. Such a selec-140

tion of basis sets allowed to obtain satisfactory structures within a reasonable141

calculation time.142

Three different water clusters have been used to obtain the reference143

parameters for hydrogen bonds energies between solvent molecules: 1) a144

triangle prism, or nano-drop of 6 molecules for medium-sized complexes, 2)145

an unstructured complex of 100 molecules for ONIOM-based calculations.146

2.4.2. AIMD simulations147

AIMD simulations [60] were performed using the DFT-based Quickstep148

electronic structure module [61] of the cp2k 6.0 computational suite [62,149

63]. We applied the BLYP functional [52, 64] together with the DFT-D3150

empirical dispersion correction [65]. The cutoff for the latter was set to 16 Å.151

Quickstep defines a mixed Gaussian type orbitals plus plane waves (GPW)152

basis set scheme [66], and we used a TZV2P basis set for atomic orbitals153

and a 500 Ry cutoff for the plane wave expansion of the electron density.154

Only valence electrons were treated explicitly, while the core electrons were155

represented by GTH pseudo potentials [67].156

The two studied systems consisted of bulk H2O (80 molecules) and a157

DMSO(H2O)80 solution, contained in cubic supercells with applied periodic158
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boundary conditions. In order to compare directly to the FTIR HDO/H2O159

spectra, all water hydrogen atoms were given the mass of deuterium, i.e.,160

we effectively simulate D2O. Initial volumes of the systems were chosen to161

reflect the experimental density of heavy water [68] combined the apparent162

molar volume of the DMSO solution [69]. While the experimental data were163

measured at 298 K, we apply a slight temperature overscaling, typical for164

AIMD simulations neglecting nuclear quantum effects, in order to recover165

the proper diffusional behavior of individual molecules in our systems and to166

avoid the ‘glassy dynamics’ regime [70]. The extent of this scaling is slight167

for D2O (T = 323.15 K)[71].168

Both systems were first equilibrated for at least 20 ps with a time step of169

0.5 fs in the NV T ensemble using massive Nosé-Hoover chain thermostatting170

[72]. After the equilibration period, 20 initial conditions were sampled every171

3 ps from a further NV T simulation to initialize microcanonical (NV E) tra-172

jectories of 20 ps length each. During these runs the centers of maximally173

localized Wannier functions (MLWFs) [73] were computed every 2 fs. All an-174

alyzed observables were averaged over the NV E trajectories yielding proper175

canonical averages.176

Molecular dipole moments were obtained classically by summing over177

positive nuclei and negative MLWF centers. The IR spectra were calculated178

as Fourier transforms of time correlation functions of dipole moment finite179

differences [74, 75] using various recently introduced dipolar decomposition180

schemes for solute–solvent systems, see refs. [75, 76] for details. The spectral181

resolution was set to 1 cm−1 by setting the upper limit of the correlation182

time to ∼ 16.66 ps and the final spectra were smoothed by passing through183
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a 20 cm−1 Gaussian filter. Numerical Kramers–Krönig transform was used184

to remove the refractive index contributions to the IR spectra [75] using the185

experimental refractive index of D2O, nD = 1.328 [77].186

3. Results and discussion187

3.1. FTIR spectra of HDO in DMSO-water mixtures188

HDO spectra in the range of the ν(OD) vibrations are shown for all com-189

positions of the DMSO–water mixture in Fig. 1a. It is clear that the spectral190

series exhibits two isosbestic points: the first one at ca. 2600 cm–1 corre-191

sponding to the spectra from pure water to xw = 0.83±0.07, and the second192

one at ca. 2530 cm–1 corresponding to spectra from the smallest dilutions of193

water in DMSO to xw = 0.41± 0.01.194

The main parameters of the HDO spectra as a function of xw are presented195

in Fig. 1b (and also in the Supplementary Material, see Fig. S2). Particularly196

noteworthy is the dependence for ν(OD) band position at maximum and at197

the center of gravity of the band. The first one serves as a measure of198

the most probable energy of hydrogen bonds of water (as well as the most199

probable O· · ·O distance), and the latter as a measure of the average energy200

of hydrogen bonds (as well as the average O· · ·O distance).201

——Figure 1——202

In simple terms, DMSO dissolved in water in larger quantities should be203

classified as a water “structure-breaking” solute. Only in the range of high204

dilutions, above ca. 0.8 mole fraction of water, DMSO can be considered205

as a “structure-making” agent. This may be inferred from the position of206

the center of gravity of the ν(OD) band, which is red-shifted relative to the207
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pure water, Fig. 1b. This conclusion is in agreement with other IR studies208

[37]. The DMSO–water interaction is stronger than water–water interaction:209

the energy of vaporization of water from DMSO (infinitely diluted solution210

of water) equals to 46.87 kJ·mol–1 vs. 41.53 kJ·mol–1, which corresponds211

to the energy of vaporization of pure water [78]. The results of the DFT212

calculations confirm this result: interactions of water molecules with the213

oxygen atom of S=O group are stronger than those between water molecules214

in the pure water (see Fig. S7 in the Supplementary Material). This is also215

in agreement with the structural data obtained from the AIMD simulations:216

the O· · ·O distance in pure D2O is 0.02 Å longer than the ODMSO· · ·OD2O217

distance; see Fig. S10 and Table S2 in the Supplementary Material. On the218

other hand, this is a typical situation for the aprotic solvent–water systems for219

which solvent–water interactions are stronger than water–water interactions220

[78, 79]. Further explanation can be found in the Supplementary Material221

(section S1.3).222

3.1.1. DMSO-affected HDO spectra at high water concentration223

Fig. 2a shows DMSO-affected HDO spectra for high water content in the224

mixtures, along with the affected spectrum obtained for solution of DMSO225

infinitely diluted in water, the bulk HDO and the dependence of the affected226

number (i.e. number of moles of water molecules affected by one mole of227

DMSO, N ), on the water mole fraction (see the inset). It should be noted that228

this parameter generally does not correspond to a hydration number in strict229

sense, it rather shows the number of solvent molecules statistically influenced230

by a solute. Because of lability of the hydration sphere for the most of solutes,231

only a few water molecules appear to be influenced in their proximity, the rest232
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resembling bulk water. This way, the solute-affected spectrum represents the233

water status in the “concentrated form”. As it can be seen in Fig. 2a, DMSO-234

affected ν(OD) band positions are blue-shifted relative to the bulk water and,235

on visual inspection, do not show complex structure. The most interesting236

seems to be the variability of the derivatives (dε(ν)/dm)m=mi
obtained for the237

molalities of DMSO (mi) corresponding to the water mole fractions shown in238

the inset in Fig. 2a. The derivative corresponding to the infinite dilution of239

DMSO in water (mi = 0) is characterized by two occurrences of the maximum240

increase of absorption: (1) at 2538 cm–1, which belongs to water molecules241

with weaker hydrogen bonds than in the bulk water, and (2) at 2438 cm–1,242

which corresponds to the strong hydrogen bands of water, as in the case of243

ice [13]. The last component quickly loses its intensity with the increase of244

DMSO content in solution and virtually disappears at xw ' 0.85, while the245

first component remains at its place.246

——Figure 2——247

For further discussion of the observed spectral effects, we will use the248

transformation of the DMSO-affected water band-shape to the interatomic249

oxygen–oxygen (O· · ·O) distance distribution function between water molecules,250

P (ROO), as described in ref. [45]. The “O” symbol can also denote the oxy-251

gen atom of the S=O group, when the oxygen atom of this group is hydrogen252

bonded with water molecules. Fig. 2b shows the differences in interatomic253

O· · ·O distance distribution functions, ∆P (ROO), between DMSO-affected254

water (for water at infinite dilution or for water at xw ' 0.85) and the bulk255

water. These differences qualitatively resemble the features of the evolution256

of the derivative (dε(ν)/dm)m=mi
in Fig. 2a. However, the difference deter-257
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mined for DMSO-affected water at xw ' 0.85, ∆P (ROO)x=0.85 (Fig. 2b), still258

shows an increase of the population of water at short O· · ·O distances, corre-259

sponding to the ice-like structure, but this population is much smaller than260

for the solution at infinite dilution.261

As the water concentration increases (xw > 0.85), the water cage around262

DMSO molecule develops, thus increasing the population of strong hydrogen263

bonds between the water molecules surrounding the methyl groups. This264

increase is illustrated by the derivative (dε(ν)/dm)m=mi
(Fig. 2a) and the265

∆∆P (ROO) function (Fig. 2b). The structural and energetic state of the266

DMSO hydration water at the infinitely diluted solution is characterized by267

the ∆P (ROO)x=1 function in Fig. 2b. Accordingly, it should be assumed that268

for xw > 0.85 strong hydrogen bonds are formed by water molecules both269

(1) interacting with the S=O group of DMSO, as well as (2) participating270

in the hydrogen bond network around methyl groups. These two groups271

of strongly bound water molecules were confirmed by DFT calculation (see272

Fig.S7 in Supplementary Material). As it can be seen, in terms of the O· · ·O273

distance both types of hydrogen bonds are poorly distinguishable for small274

hydration complexes. However, a tendency can also be observed for hydrogen275

bonds with the S=O group to become weaker as the water cage develops.276

Only a small population of the water molecules in the hydration shell can277

be regarded as weakened, as evidenced by the presence of a maximum at278

ca. 2.90 Å in the ∆P (ROO)x=1 function. This population is also visible on279

the corresponding difference obtained from AIMD simulation (Fig. 3b) and280

reflects the water–water hydrogen bonds around the DMSO oxygen atom281

(explanation in section 3.1.2).282
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3.1.2. Confrontation of experimental results with those obtained from AIMD283

simulations284

It is most instructive to confront the experimental HDO spectra in the285

ν(OD) range with the computational IR spectra of D2O obtained from AIMD286

simulations (see section S4.4 in the Supplementary Material for implementa-287

tion details). The representative distance-dependent IR spectra that selec-288

tively capture the absorption of the solute–water complex up to a specified289

cutoff radius Rc are shown in Fig. 3a. Simultaneously, the hydrogen bond290

definitions (see section S4.1 in the Supplementary Material) have been used291

to obtain interatomic oxygen–oxygen distance distribution functions corre-292

sponding to the experimental ones.293

——Figure 3——294

Compared to the experimental liquid D2O spectrum [80], the respective295

IR spectrum computed on the basis of AIMD simulations is red-shifted by296

∼ 90 cm–1. This magnitude of the red shift is typical of the liquid wa-297

ter simulations using the generalized gradient approximation (GGA)-based298

functionals [76, 81] and in explicit inclusion of nuclear quantum effects (NQE)299

is required to obtain a better agreement with experiment [82, 83]. However,300

even in the absence of NQE the band shifts obtained from the distance-301

dependent spectra can be meaningfully compared to experiment [76, 84].302

We first focus on the spectrum of DMSO molecule extracted from the303

aqueous solution. As demonstrated previously, such spectra record important304

information about the hydration shell due to the dipole moment induced305

by the solvent’s local electric field and the appearance of the thus allowed306

vibrational transitions in the IR spectrum [76, 84]. In the case of DMSO,307
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the band position at maximum is blue-shifted by 44 cm–1. Coincidentally,308

this is in perfect agreement with the experimental ν(OD) band shift for HDO309

infinitely diluted in DMSO (section S1.3 in Supplementary Material). Since310

for other hitherto studied solutes similar effects can be observed (i.e., the311

band shift in the distance-dependent IR spectra is the most pronounced at312

the vanishing cutoff radius), we hypothesize now that the solute molecule313

extracted from the solution encodes in a unique way the energetic state of314

the water molecules at their most perturbed state in the solution, such as at315

the limit of the infinite dilution in the given solvent.316

With the increasing cutoff radius, the distance-dependent IR spectra un-317

dergo major changes in the position and the intensity of the water stretching318

band [76]. These changes can be monitored selectively at a chosen probe319

wave number, here taken as the position at maximum of the band at Rc → 0,320

ν◦ = 2461 cm–1; see inset in Fig. 3a. With increasing Rc, the intensity of321

the ν(OD) band also increases and reaches a local maximum at Rc = 3.8 Å.322

This particular cutoff radius is then selected as the most representative of323

the DMSO–water complex. The ν(OD) band position at maximum at this324

Rc is blue-shifted by 16 cm–1, in excellent agreement with the experimentally325

observed shift by 11 cm–1 (2519 cm–1
(νoDMSO) – 2508 cm–1

(νobulk), values for the326

infinite dilution solution, see Table S1 in Supplementary Material). Simulta-327

neously, we can obtain the normalization factor for the distance-dependent328

IR spectra and thus determine the fractional number of water molecules in329

the considered solute-centered sphere. It is found to be equal to 3.2 ± 0.6330

(the uncertainty is based on the uncertainty of the Rc value, ±0.1 Å), also331

in perfect correspondence with the experimental affected number N = 2.8332
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(value for the infinite dilution solution, see inset in Fig. 2a and Table S1 in333

Supplementary Material). Thus, our distance-dependent IR spectra firmly334

support the results of the analysis of the experimental data with the affected335

spectra method.336

To further explore the parallel character of experimental and computa-337

tional IR spectra, we again turn to the interatomic oxygen–oxygen (O· · ·O)338

distance distributions; see Fig. 3b. We monitor the changes in the geom-339

etry of the hydrogen bond network with respect to bulk water by applying340

the distance distribution differences, ∆P (ROO), by analogy to the analysis341

of experimental spectra (section 3.1.1). By selectively computing P (ROO)342

functions around specific sites of DMSO, the local state of the hydrogen343

bond network can be revealed. As seen in Fig. 3b, the distance distributions344

around DMSO oxygen undergo much more pronounced changes than around345

the methyl groups. Interestingly, the ODMSO· · ·Owater hydrogen bonds show346

a completely different trend that the water–water hydrogen bonds in which347

water molecules located in the first hydration shell around DMSO oxygen348

are involved. While the former are found to be strengthened with respect349

to the bulk water, in accordance with the previously discussed DFT studies350

of static aqueous clusters (see Fig. S7 in the Supplementary Material), the351

latter are weakened, possibly because the water molecules involved in short352

hydrogen bonds with ODMSO have trouble with incorporating into the ex-353

tended hydrogen bond network. The weakening of hydrogen bonds of water354

is also illustrated in the appropriate distance distribution difference obtained355

from the spectral data Fig. 2b. On the other hand, the water–water hydrogen356

bonds around the hydrophobic groups show only a slight reduction of weak357
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elongated hydrogen bonds with the corresponding appearance of medium-358

and short-length bonds, but this behavior is qualitatively in agreement with359

the discussion of the experimental results presented above. We note that360

similar enhancement of the hydrogen bond network around the hydrophobic361

groups of TMAO has been recently found [85].362

3.2. FTIR spectra of DMSO in aqueous solutions363

3.2.1. Spectra in the range of ν(S=O) vibrations364

The results of FTIR studies of DMSO–water mixtures in the entire com-365

position range for the ν(S=O) band are summarized in Fig. 5. Spectra shown366

in Fig. 5a correspond to the ν(S=O) vibrations in the 975–1150 cm–1 range,367

while the band at ca. 950 cm–1 is due to the rocking vibrations of DMSO368

methyl groups [86]. The assignment of the two low-wavenumber components369

of the complex band of the ν(S=O) vibrations solely to the methyl rocking370

modes, as in refs [25, 87, 88], is not justified in view of the most recent reas-371

signment which concludes that the CH3 rocking modes are actually tightly372

coupled with the ν(S=O) band [89].373

——Figure 5——374

As it can be seen in Fig. 5a, the addition of water to DMSO signifi-375

cantly changes the shape and the position of the ν(S=O) band. Generally,376

the increase of water mole fraction (xw) results in the decrease of the high-377

wavenumber component of the SO band (band fitting procedure indicates378

that this component disappears at xw ' 0.6), while the other two compo-379

nents are red-shifted and their total intensity increases. It is difficult to380

identify their individual behavior, because most probably these component381

bands exchange positions at xw ' 0.4. The overall spectral changes observed382
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in the case of these two component bands are typical for the proton accep-383

tor group forming a hydrogen bond, in this case with water molecules. Our384

AIMD simulations show that (at xw ' 0.988) on average 2.5 hydrogen bonds385

are formed between the DMSO oxygen and the water molecules; see Figs. S8386

and S9 in the Supplementary Material. It is worth noting that the band at387

ca. 950 cm–1 exhibits a similar behavior. When the mole fraction of water388

exceeds ca. 0.98 (water to DMSO molar ratio higher than 50) unexpected389

spectral changes take place: the intensity of the SO band decreases, accom-390

panied with a small blue-shift, but at the same time its high-wavenumber391

part, which corresponds to the vibration of the SO group of DMSO in the392

gas phase [87, 90] increases. This absorption band is broad and flat and its393

intensity increases with the DMSO dilution. In another work [89] this band394

was not analyzed and was probably treated as a background.395

3.2.2. Molecular complexes of water and DMSO – analysis of the ν(S=O)396

vibration bands397

It can be expected that fragments of DMSO linear clusters may also exist398

in aqueous solutions, resulting mainly from dipole–dipole interactions and399

the CH· · ·O=S blue-shifted hydrogen bonds. [91]. To check this hypothesis400

we have removed the contribution of the liquid DMSO spectrum from the401

measured spectra of DMSO–water mixtures shown in Fig.5a. The results are402

shown in Fig. 5d, which presents the corresponding dependence of the relative403

contribution of DMSO not forming hydrogen bonds with water. Residual404

spectra after this treatment (shown in Fig.S1 in the Supplementary Material)405

should correspond to the spectra of DMSO forming hydrogen bonds with406

water. Their position vs. xw is shown in Fig. 5b. A straight line connecting407
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the extreme values of the band position in Fig. 5b determines the hypothetical408

ideal behavior of the DMSO–water solutions. It is obvious that the system409

is non-ideal. The inflection points of the discussed relationship suggest the410

existence of various molecular complexes. The first pronounced inflection411

point occurs at xw ' 0.4, which corresponds to the 3DMSO·2H2O complex.412

However, such complexes are highly labile and can form many structures in413

the solution (see Fig.S3 in the Supplementary Material). The representative414

3DMSO·2H2O complex is indicated in Fig. 4b. The next point is less marked415

and occurs at xw ' 0.85. In this case, the stoichiometry of the complex is416

poorly defined and can be approximated by the set of complexes of the type417

1DMSO·nH2O, where n = 4 ÷ 6. To simplify further discussion, we will418

use the formula 1DMSO·4H2O, which corresponds to the core structure of419

the nascent hydration shell around the hydrophobic groups of DMSO. The420

structure of such a complex is presented in Fig. 4c. The discussed complex421

still lacks hydrogen bonds between water molecules around the non-polar422

parts of DMSO molecule. Therefore, the strong hydrogen bonds in this423

complex, can be attributed to the water molecules interacting with the S=O424

group and correspond to the population of the O· · ·O distances characterized425

by the maximum at ca. 2.75 Å in ∆P (ROO)x=0.85, as shown in Fig. 2b. In426

the discussed complex a water cage is developed around the DMSO molecule.427

This expansion is confirmed by DFT calculations and presented in the form of428

various structures in Fig. S6 in the Supplementary Material. The formation429

of the water cage is also evidenced from AIMD simulations which confirm (by430

spatial distribution functions of water oxygens around DMSO, see Fig. S11)431

that the particular static structures from DFT calculations indeed correlate432
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with the average solvation structure of DMSO. The last point of inflection is433

very sharp and corresponds to xw ' 0.98.434

It is worth noting that the distinguished solution compositions (i.e. xw '435

0.4 and xw ' 0.85) correspond well to those observed for the HDO spectra436

in the range of the ν(OD) vibrations (section 3.1). Thus, changes in DMSO437

vibrational structure is highly correlated with changes in the arrangement of438

solvating water.439

The results of the principal factor analysis (PFA algorithm) applied to440

the spectra in Fig. 5a lead to the conclusion that they can be adequately441

reproduced using four principal factors. This is also the number of absorbing442

species present in the solutions. By using the window factor analysis, the443

relative concentration profiles of these species were obtained and presented444

in Fig. 5c. It should be stressed that factor analysis confirmed the presence of445

molecular complexes in the tested solutions with compositions corresponding446

to the inflection points observed in Fig. 5b (black and blue). The first fac-447

tor corresponding to ν(S=O) band (red) shows maximum intensity for pure448

DMSO and can be assigned to DMSO molecules that do not form hydrogen449

bonds with water. As it can be seen, the dependence of the relative contri-450

bution of this factor vs. xw is qualitatively similar to the one obtained in a451

different way and presented in Fig. 5d (red). On the other hand, the assign-452

ment of the factor dominant in water-rich solutions (green) requires careful453

consideration. Its relative contribution can be qualitatively reconstructed by454

a similar procedure as in the case of the first factor. For this purpose, we455

analyzed the participation of the boundary spectrum at xw ' 0.98 (with the456

highest intensity in Fig. 5a) in the spectra of water-rich mixtures. It must be457
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stressed, however, that this spectrum does not correspond to the infinitely458

diluted DMSO. It is only the closest approximation we were able to get,459

but the obtained contribution profile is reasonable and closely resembles the460

one calculated with chemometric algorithm. We attribute the fourth fac-461

tor (green) to DMSO molecules that are able to embed via hydrogen bonds462

into a clathrate-like cage of water. The corresponding relationship in Fig. 5c463

shows the variability of the relative proportion of DMSO molecules in this464

state. It should be added here that the spectra that correspond to xw & 0.98465

were assigned to DMSO molecules that are partly free from hydrogen bonds466

within the water cage and have gained some degree of rotational freedom.467

Molecular complexes 3DMSO·2H2O and 1DMSO·4H2O are composed of468

the same molecules, so it can be expected that their enthalpy of mixing will469

be almost ideal or close to zero. However, they differ in size and, most impor-470

tantly, in structure. Therefore, the non-ideality of the solution resulting from471

the mixing of such complexes will be reflected in the positive excess entropy,472

in accordance with the theory of athermal solutions developed by Huggins473

[92], Flory [93] and Miller [94]. Hence, a solution with a composition cor-474

responding to equal relative contributions of both complexes, corresponding475

to xw = 0.67 (marked with the red dashed line in Fig. 5c) should have the476

maximum entropy. This, in turn, translates into the minimum of the Gibbs477

free energy of such solution. Finally, it should consequently have a mini-478

mum temperature of solidification. In our opinion, the presented reasoning479

explains the occurrence of an eutectic point for the DMSO–water system at480

xw = 0.67. Its appearance is thus of entropic nature and corresponds to the481

largest number of configurations responsible for the intermolecular interac-482
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tions between the highlighted molecular complexes. Previously, Kircher and483

Reiher [31] proposed a somewhat similar concept. Accordingly, in the eutec-484

tic mixture many energetically similar, but structurally different molecular485

complexes exist (proposed by the authors on the basis of ab initio calcula-486

tions) that cannot easily transform their conformations into one another. It487

leads to the hindered formation of hydrogen bonds between clusters. We488

want to emphasize that on the basis of our results we see no premise for489

the existence of the 1DMSO·2H2O molecular complex, often postulated by490

other authors (ref. [25] and references cited therein), which would justify the491

depression of melting point of the solutions at the discussed composition.492

3.2.3. Spectra in the range of ν(C-H) vibrations493

The asymmetric and symmetric ν(C-H) bands of DMSO methyl groups494

(located at 2996 ± 1 and 2912 ± 1 cm–1, respectively, in the case of pure495

DMSO; data not shown) demonstrate a clear blue-shift of 22 and 12 cm–1,496

respectively, as the water content in mixtures with DMSO increases. Such a497

shift corresponds to the formation of hydrogen bonds of the C-H· · ·OH2 type498

between methyl groups of DMSO and lone electron pairs of water molecules499

[31, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99, 100]. The rate of the shift with increasing xw clearly500

accelerates after exceeding xw ' 0.5. The corresponding dependencies of the501

band shift on xw can be found in previous works [95, 100]. It is important502

to note the change of the blue-shift into the red-shift for xw > 0.96. We503

can associate this unexpected change in the direction of the band shift with504

the already discussed change of the behavior of the ν(S=O) band in a very505

similar range of compositions. Clearly, relatively weak hydrogen bonds of506

the C-H· · ·OH2 type, which are two to four times weaker than water–water507
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hydrogen bonds [31, 97, 99], play a special or even a key role in the in-508

termolecular interactions between DMSO and water. The high importance509

of such hydrogen bonds, disregarding their relatively weak character, stems510

from their non-negligible number: the analysis of AIMD simulations shows511

that almost 0.5 hydrogen bonds per C-H bond, and simultaneously 2.5 such512

bonds per DMSO molecule, are formed on average (see Figs. S8 and S9 in513

the Supplementary Material).514

The role of C-H· · ·OH2 “improper” hydrogen bonds becomes clear when515

the RDG method is applied to the electron densities calculated for DFT-516

optimized complexes of DMSO with different number of surrounding water517

molecules (including both low—classical DFT—and high—ONIOM-based—518

water content complexes). Such bonds are weaker than other hydrogen519

bonds, yet their orientation and localization between the hydrogen bond520

donor and acceptor are as good (Fig. 4). These bonds are present even in pure521

DMSO complexes and facilitate the self-association of molecules (Fig. 4a).522

When water molecules are introduced into the complex, such interactions be-523

come possible also between the oxygen atom of water molecules and methyl524

groups of DMSO (Fig. 4b). However, the most important role of such bond-525

ing is clearly visible when the number of water molecules is high enough to526

form an initial core structure of the future hydration shell (Fig. 4c). These527

hydrogen bonds impose the position of water molecules and stabilize the528

shell formation. The core is stabilized solely by proper and improper hydro-529

gen bonds, and the van der Waals interactions are almost absent, even with530

10 water molecules per one DMSO (Fig. 6a). These interactions, however,531

tend to substitute C-H· · ·OH2 bonds when the number of water molecules is532
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high enough to almost cover one of the methyl groups, as in Fig. 6b. In this533

figure, two “improper” bonds are visible around the left CH3 group, while534

the right one interacts with its hydration shell through van der Waals in-535

teractions marked with green/olive flat surfaces. In complexes with higher536

water content the, “improper” hydrogen bonds are almost absent and the537

hydrophobic part of the DMSO molecule is covered with patches of van der538

Waals interactions (Fig. 6c).539

——Figure 6——540

The change in the character of DMSO–water interactions is reflected also541

in the simple geometry of ONIOM-calculated complexes. When the hydra-542

tion shell starts to cover the central DMSO molecule, more and more C–H543

bonds are released from the “improper” hydrogen bonds. Consequently, the544

mean C–H bond length is shortened (Fig. S4 in Supplementary Material),545

which translates into the blue-shift observed in the FTIR spectra. The pro-546

cess is stopped when the hydration shell is complete and such hydrogen bonds547

are no more present in the complexes. We note here that the complete hy-548

dration shell of DMSO at xw ' 0.988 (the AIMD-studied system) contains549

on average 29.2 water molecules (see Fig. S10 and Table S2 in the Supple-550

mentary Material). The C–H bond length reaches minimum at ca. 30 water551

molecules per 1 DMSO and increases at higher water contents. We note552

here that this closely corresponds to the number of water molecules in the553

full hydration shell of DMSO, as evidenced by DMSO· · ·D2O radial distribu-554

tion function obtained from AIMD simulations (see Fig. S10 and Table S2555

in Supplementary Material). Moreover, the mean CDMSO· · ·Owater distance556

increases with the number of water molecules in the shell (Fig. S5 in Supple-557
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mentary Material). Such geometry change of the water cage around DMSO558

favors partial rotational freedom of the guest molecule inside, as suggested by559

FTIR spectra of DMSO in the range of ν(S=O) vibrations (see also section560

3.2.1).561

3.2.4. Increase of the rotational freedom of DMSO molecule in its water cage562

It seems very likely that hydrogen bonding of the red-shifted and the blue-563

shifted types are cooperative according to refs [98, 99, 100]. It is also possible564

that DMSO is not an exception and other solutes, including biomolecules,565

can undergo a similar process. The way of formation of the hydration cage566

is generally consistent with the progressive hydration model proposed by567

Mrázkowá and Hobza [97]. The only caveat resulting from our research568

concerns the fact that the blue-shifted hydrogen bonds become less important569

when the construction of the water cage becomes fully complete and the cage570

itself becomes more relaxed.571

The aforementioned weakening of the water hydrogen bonds with the572

S=O group of DMSO (section 3.2.1), progressing with the increasing size573

of the hydration complex, together with changes in the interaction of the574

water cage with DMSO molecule and the modification of the size of the cage575

itself (inferred from the DFT calculations presented in section 3.2.3) create576

conditions for the partial release of the DMSO molecule from the network577

of hydrogen bonds with water to a degree that allows a certain rotational578

freedom. This is supported by the spectral effects observed in Fig. 5a (blue579

lines) and the change of the blue-shift into the red-shift of the ν(C-H) DMSO580

bands [95, 100] taking place at the lowest DMSO concentrations. The driving581

force behind the observed phenomenon is the entropy gain associated with582
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the recovery of rotational freedom of the guest molecule.583

We also note here that the formation of the water cage is connected with584

the orientational retardation of water molecules in the DMSO hydration shell,585

as clearly evidenced by the orientational relaxation time of the O–D bond of586

D2O increasing from 2.3 ps in bulk water to 3.1 ps in the hydration shell, see587

the Supplementary Material for details.588

3.3. Hydration of DMSO in the light of other water-soluble solutes regarded589

as “hydrophobic”590

Recently, Grdadolnik et al. [13] have demonstrated, the presence of591

the ice-like hydration water around small purely hydrophobic solutes (i.e.,592

methane, ethane, krypton, and xenon). Ice (Ih), solid clathrates of these593

substances and their solutions gave a single ν(OD) band of HDO at the same594

position, ca. 2440 ± 10 cm–1, which corresponds to ROO = 2.76 ± 0.01 Å.595

——Figure 7——596

Substances included in Fig. 7 allow us to better justify the thesis that the597

hydration of DMSO in water-rich solutions is hydrophobic in nature, leading598

to the formation of a clathrate-like structure. Both the tetrabutylammonium599

cation (Bu4N
+) and tetrahydrofuran (THF) form solid clathrates [103, 104,600

105] and are commonly regarded as model hydrophobic molecules [105, 106,601

44, 101]. The hydration sphere in both cases is composed of ice-like water602

molecules and the accompanying population of water molecules with O· · ·O603

distances longer than in the bulk water. The latter often dominates and604

obscures the effect of the presence of “ice-like” water molecules [79]. However,605

among the solutes listed in Fig. 7, DMSO is characterized by a hydration606

sphere in which water molecules with the “ice-like” structure are dominant607
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(ROO ' 2.75 Å).608

The use of differences between interatomic O· · ·O distance distribution609

functions (Fig. 7b) is probably the most appropriate method for uncovering610

the presence of subtle and labile structures in solution. Simulation methods611

can also sometimes fail in this respect if we take into account the information612

resulting from the analysis of the affected spectra, regarding the affected613

number, N (note, however, that the normalization factor for the distance-614

dependent IR spectra derived from AIMD simulations often remains in close615

correspondence to the experimental N value, as found also in this work).616

It can be estimated on the basis of Fig. 7b that within the hydration617

sphere of DMSO the contribution of “ice-like” water (ROO ' 2.75 Å) relative618

to the water with a weakened structure (ROO ' 2.90 Å) is close to 2/3. Tak-619

ing into account the N value for the infinite dilution solution (2.8, see inset620

in Fig. 2a and Table S1 in Supplementary Material), we obtain ca. 2 wa-621

ter molecules which statistically form the ice-like structure in the hydration622

sphere of DMSO. However, we must take into account that about half of this623

population are water molecules that form hydrogen bonds with the DMSO624

oxygen atom (Fig. 2b). On the other hand, for Bu4N
+ it can be estimated,625

basing on data in ref. [44], that N equals to ca. 3 and that the contribution626

of the “ice-like” water in the cation hydration sphere is close to 1/3 (Fig. 7),627

which indicates that statistically only 1 water molecule of the “ice-like” struc-628

ture can be found in its hydration sphere. As it can be seen in Fig. 7b, THF629

(N = 3.2 [101]) lies between DMSO and Bu4N
+ in respect of proportion630

of the “ice-like” water and the water with weakened structure. Therefore,631

for typical water-soluble small solutes that contain non-polar groups one can632
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expect on average one water molecule forming the “ice-like” structure.633

In the light of the above-mentioned Grdadolnik’s findings [13], the ques-634

tion arises about the origin of the accompanying population of water molecules635

with weakened hydrogen bonding in the case of hydrophobic water-soluble636

molecules. The formal answer to this question arises from simple thermody-637

namic predictions. Because the formation of the “iceberg”, triggered by the638

presence of the solute, is very entropy consuming and leads to a low solubility639

of such solute, any other structural opportunity for water molecules which640

is less “structured” will be more thermodynamically favorable and improve641

the solubility in water. An explanation on the molecular level should take642

into account also molecular premises. It should be noted that in the case of643

Bu4N
+ cation the solvent accessible surface consists of convex and concave644

areas. Water molecules in the surroundings of the convex area have a chance645

to build a network of ice-type hydrogen bonds with an approximately parallel646

molecule orientation relative to the surface. On the other hand, in the con-647

cave areas the probability of perpendicular orientation of water molecules,648

i.e. with their lone electron pairs pointing towards the hydrophobic surface,649

is growing. As has been discussed in the Supplementary Material (section650

S1.3), water molecules which do not engage their lone electron pairs in clas-651

sical hydrogen bonds are less polarized and exhibit a blue-shifted ν(OD/OH)652

band. According to this argumentation, those water molecules which are in653

the concave areas of the Bu4N
+ cation should contribute to the population of654

molecules with “weakened hydrogen bonds”. Those molecules which are in655

the vicinity of convex areas should have contribute to the population of the656

ice-like water molecules. In the case of DMSO, the accompanying population657
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of molecules with weakened hydrogen bonds originate from improper fit of658

water molecules hydrogen bonded to the oxygen atom of DMSO, to the bulk659

water, as recognized in this work from AIMD simulations. In the case of660

THF hydration, it can be presumed that the source of water molecules with661

weakened hydrogen bonds is similar in nature to the DMSO case.662

4. Conclusions663

DMSO-water mixtures have been studied by means of the FTIR spec-664

troscopy in the range of DMSO vibration and HDO stretching vibrations665

(as a probe of hydration water) in the whole range of mixture compositions.666

Theoretical calculations facilitated the interpretation of experimental results.667

This helped us to redefine the view on the hydration of DMSO.668

It has been established that in diluted solutions of DMSO the clathrate-669

like water cage is created around the DMSO molecule. The formation of670

this cage is facilitated by interactions between water molecules and methyl671

groups of the guest molecule (the blue-shifted hydrogen bonds) and it is672

particularly evidenced by the spatial distribution function of water around673

DMSO that clearly displays the emergence of cage structures around methyl674

groups. For even more diluted solutions, when the water cage is fully com-675

pleted, the DMSO molecule partly regains its rotational freedom inside. The676

driving force behind this effect is the entropy gain. Weakened hydrogen677

bonds of water molecules population arise from those water molecules which678

are hydrogen bonded to the ones already interacting with the oxygen atom of679

DMSO. Most probably, it happens because strong hydrogen bonds of water680

molecules directly bonded to the hydrophilic group of the solute poorly fit681
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to the structure of the bulk water. This population with weakened hydrogen682

bonds efficiently obscures the presence of the population with strong hydro-683

gen bonds formed with the SO group of DMSO and between water molecules684

around the methyl groups in the overall spectral effect. We also propose685

a novel explanation of the strong deviation from ideality of DMSO-water686

mixtures at composition corresponding to the eutectic point of the system.687

Namely, it stems from an equimolar mixture of the molecular complexes of688

the 3DMSO·2H2O and of 1DMSO·nH2O (n = 4 ÷ 6) type. For such a mixing689

the, maximum excess entropy is expected, which justifies the depression of690

the melting point of the solution at xw = 0.67.691
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Figure 1: (a) Measured FTIR spectra of DMSO–water solutions at different mole fractions

of water in the ν(OD) stretching vibrations range. The arrow shows increasing water

mole fraction in the mixture. Red circles represent isosbestic points together with the

corresponding water mole fractions: xw = 0.41 ± 0.01 (the maximum mole fraction to

which the spectra intersect) and xw = 0.83±0.07 (the minimum mole fraction from which

the spectra begin to intersect). (b) The dependence of HDO band parameters on the

mole fraction of water in the DMSO–water solutions. The dashed horizontal line denotes

the band position at gravity center for pure water spectrum. Solid lines suggest the

approximate relationship.
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Figure 2: (a) DMSO–affected HDO spectra for high water content in mixtures, including

the DMSO–affected HDO spectrum at the infinite dilution, for the water mole fractions

as indicated in the inset (solid lines), along with the bulk HDO spectrum (black, dashed).

Blue lines represent the derivatives (dε(ν)/dm)m=mi
for aqueous solutions of DMSO with

molalities corresponding to the water mole fractions as indicated in the inset. The ar-

rows indicate the direction of change of xw in the mixture. Insert: The dependence of

affected number, N, on the water mole fraction in the mixtures with the high water con-

tent. (b) Difference between interatomic oxygen-oxygen distance distribution function of

DMSO-affected water at infinite dilution and the bulk water, (obtained on the basis of the

spectra shown in Fig. 2a), ∆P (ROO)x=1, and the corresponding distance difference for the

DMSO-affected water for high water content (xw ' 0.85) in the mixture (obtained on the

basis of spectra in Fig. 2a), ∆P (ROO)x=0.85. The black dashed line shows the difference:

∆∆P (ROO) = ∆P (ROO)x=1 −∆P (ROO)x=0.85. The vertical dashed line corresponds to

the oxygen-oxygen distance in ice-like water (2.76 ± 0.01 Å).
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Figure 3: (a) Distance-dependent IR spectra from AIMD simulations at the cutoff radius

Rc → 0 (i.e., DMSO molecule extracted from the solution, red) and Rc = 3.8 Å (green),

together with the bulk D2O spectrum (black) and the experimental IR spectrum of pure

liquid D2O (ref [80], black dashed). The inset shows the dependence of the intensity

of the distance-dependent IR spectrum on Rc at the probing wavenumber ν◦ = 2461

cm–1 (the position of the maximum at Rc → 0). (b) The interatomic oxygen–oxygen

distance distribution function for hydrogen bonded water molecules in bulk D2O (black,

left ordinate axis), P (ROO), together with the distance differences with respect to bulk

D2O (right ordinate axis), ∆P (ROO), for: water–water hydrogen bonds in the hydration

shell of methyl groups of DMSO (up to 4.7 Å, blue, cf. Fig. S10 and Table S2 in the

Supplementary Material), water–water hydrogen bonds to water hydrogen bonded to the

DMSO oxygen (up to 3.5 Å, pink), as well as water–DMSO oxygen hydrogen bonds (red).

See section S4.1 in the Supplementary Material for hydrogen bond definitions. The vertical

dashed line corresponds to the oxygen–oxygen distance in bulk D2O (ROO ' 2.8 Å).
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Figure 4: Stereo images of the results of weak interaction analysis of RDG function

for (a) 3DMSO and small DMSO–water complexes: (b) 3DMSO·2H2O, chosen on the

basis of the course of changes in the shape of SO band and results of WFA analysis,

and (c) 1DMSO·4H2O, the first step of hydration sphere formation (the core type com-

plex). Brown/olive flat, shapeless or elongated patches indicate van der Waals interactions,

blue/green disks correspond to the hydrogen bonds (light green – weak HB, blue – strong

HB). RDG calculated on the basis of electron densities obtained for DFT-optimized com-

plexes in the CPCM model (B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p)). See explanation in text.50
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Figure 5: (a) FTIR spectra of DMSO–water mixtures in the range of the ν(S=O) and

the rocking vibrations of the methyl groups depending on the solution composition. Blue

lines represent the spectra for high water content in the mixtures (xw > 0.98). Increas-

ing/decreasing water mole fraction is shown by arrows. (b) The dependence of the ν(S=O)

band position in maximum for DMSO forming hydrogen bonds with water (based on the

spectra shown in Fig. S1 in the Supplementary Material) on the mole fraction of water

in DMSO–water solutions. In the set of these residual spectra for xw > 0.1, both low-

wavenumber component bands determine the maximum of the complex band of ν(S=O).

For xw < 0.1 the band position of the low-wavenumber component has been taken into

account. Solid red line indicates hypothetical ideal solutions. Vertical dashed lines indi-

cate the composition of complexes: red line denotes the eutectic composition [33], while

the black lines correspond to the observed complexes at their maximum concentrations.

(c) Relative contributions of different forms of DMSO as a function of water mole fraction

from the factor analysis of DMSO–water spectra: DMSO non-bonded to water (red 4);

molecular complex 3DMSO·2H2O (black ◦); molecular complex corresponding to the core

type complex: 1DMSO·nH2O, where n = 4 ÷ 6, see text (blue ◦); DMSO involved in the

creation of the water cage (green �). (d) Relative contribution of DMSO not forming

hydrogen bonds with water (red •), and DMSO involved in the creation of the water cage

(green •) as a function of the mole fraction of water in DMSO–water solutions, obtained

from the difference spectra method.
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Figure 6: Stereo images of the results of weak interaction analysis by RDG function for

larger DMSO–water complexes: a) 1DMSO·10H2O, b) 1DMSO·20H2O, c) 1DMSO·30H2O.

The meaning of various structures and colours is the same as in Figure 4. RDG calculated

on the basis of electron densities obtained for ONIOM-optimized (B3LYP/aug-cc-pVQZ

and B3LYP/cc-pVDZ) systems for high and low level calculation, respectively. See expla-

nation in text.
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Figure 7: a) Interatomic oxygen–oxygen distance distribution function derived from the

HDO spectra affected by DMSO, Bu4N+ [44], and THF [101], together with the bulk HDO

distance distribution curve. (b) Differences between interatomic oxygen–oxygen distance

distribution function for solute-affected water, Pa(ROO), and the bulk water, Pb(ROO),

for DMSO, Bu4N+ [102], and THF. The vertical dashed line corresponds to the value of

the most probable oxygen–oxygen distance in bulk water (2.83 Å).
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